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Liquid Crystals, 1997, Vol. 22, No. 1, 75± 85

Molecular organization in liquids consisting of anisometric
molecules: Monte Carlo simulations and comparison with theories

by MICHELE VACATELLO* and MARIACRISTINA IOVINO

Dipartimento di Chimica, UniversitaÁ di Napoli, Via Mezzocannone,
4-I-80134 Napoli, Italy

Monte Carlo computer simulations of systems of rigid anisometric molecules with axial
ratio x=3, 4 and 5 have been performed at densities comparable to those of the mesogenic
groups in liquid crystalline materials. The agreement between computer experiments and
Flory± Ronca± Irvine theory is quite good. In particular, the nematic± isotropic transition
temperatures found in the simulations are within 20 K of those predicted by the theory in all
cases examined with x=3 and 4, and only slightly higher when x=5. Furthermore,
the orientational distributions of the molecular long axes with respect to the nematic director
are always nearly coincident with those evaluated according to the FRI theory, provided
that the order parameter is the same. However, the order parameters at the transition
points are smaller than expected on the basis of the theory, and closer to experimental
values. Calculations performed by changing the size of the simulated systems prove that
the reported results are size independent, while size dependent results are obtained with
smaller systems.

1. Introduction speci® c groups (hydrogen bonds, for instance) are absent,
While our understanding of the organization of matter it is reasonable to assume that the role of the slowly

in the gaseous and solid states is based on simple and varying attractive forces is that of a mean ® eld contribut-
well de® ned models (the perfectly disordered ideal gas ing to establish the overall density of the liquid, while
and the perfectly ordered ideal crystal, respectively), the the molecular packing is principally determined by the
molecular arrangements in the liquid state cannot be harsh, nearly hard core repulsive interactions, i.e. by the
rationalized in terms of a correspondingly simple and molecular shape. As a consequence, current theories of
general model. In fact, since the molecules are in close the equilibrium structural and thermodynamic proper-
contact, the molecular packing and the degree of local ties of liquids are mainly focused on the role of repulsive
disorder in a given liquid are generally dependent on a forces, while attractive forces are ignored or introduced
balance of repulsive and attractive intermolecular forces by perturbation theory [1].
that are characteristic of the substance, such that each For molecules with anisotropic shape, i.e. containing
liquid should be considered in principle as a separate rigid and elongated groups of atoms (mesogenic groups),
case. This is well exempli® ed by the very existence of the balance of packing and orientational entropies may
substances showing mesomorphic behaviour in the liquid favour, in given conditions, the occurrence of liquid
state, where relatively small changes of external condi- crystalline phases characterized by a partially parallel
tions may induce dramatic changes of the structure of alignment of the long axes. This simple idea was the
the mesophase and of its optical properties. It is the basis of the ® rst theoretical treatment of nematic liquids,
extent of these changes, coupled with their rapid reversib- proposed by Onsager [2] in 1949. Though originally
ility, that makes liquid crystal unique materials for a applicable only to unrealistic systems (in® nitely long
number of practical applications. hard rods in very dilute solutions), this treatment proved

Since molecules are in close contact in liquids, even a that liquid crystalline order can be developed on the
small displacement of a molecule may cause a large sole basis of the anisotropy of molecular shape. On the
energy increase due to the intermolecular repulsions, opposite side, Maier and Saupe [3] showed ten years
while the energy change associated with the slowly later that liquid crystalline order can also be rationalized
varying attractions is expected to be much smaller [1]. in the frame of a theory disregarding the molecular
Hence, when strong attractive interactions between shape and considering each molecule immersed in a

mean ® eld due to anisotropic attractions with the sur-
rounding molecules. Being quite simple, this theory soon*Author for correspondence.
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76 M. Vacatello and M. Iovino

became very popular among scientists working in the tions of the FRI theory have not been simulated up to
now. Also, being limited by the computing power avail-® eld of liquid crystalline materials. However, disreg-
able, studies of this kind have examined relatively smallarding molecular shape e� ects makes the predictive
systems, usually consisting of less than 500 moleculesability of the Maier± Saupe theory rather poor, since
[7± 15]. This is obviously even more true in the case ofliquid crystalline substances having the same nematic±
realistic simulations, where all atoms and their mutualisotropic transition temperature are considered to be
interactions have to be explicitly taken into account. Intotally indistinguishable in this theory, no matter how
fact, simulations of the latter kind are usually con® neddi� erent they are on a chemical basis. More recently,
to systems of 100 molecules or less [17± 21], whilethe two e� ects (molecular shape and presence of aniso-
somewhat larger systems can be studied in semi-realistictropic attractive forces) have been incorporated into a
simulations, in which parts of the molecules under studysingle molecular theory by Flory and Ronca [4]. This
are idealized and other parts are explicitly representedtheory, subsequently extended and generalized by Flory
at the atomic level [22]. Although the presence ofand Irvine [5] (FRI theory, see later), is strictly applic-
boundaries can be avoided by use of periodicity condi-able to mixtures of rigid rods of any length and trans-
tions, the degree of order in the simulated systems isverse diameter. However, with proper modi® cations, it
likely to be in¯ uenced by the size of the base cell whenhas been later utilized for systems with other molecular
the system is small and the density is comparable toconstitutions, including chains with rod-like sequences
that of a liquid. E� ects of this kind have been discussedat ® xed locations, chains with interconvertible rod-like
in the literature [18], and demonstrated recently byand random-coil sequences in equilibrium, or rods with
comparing the results obtained for a system of 180¯ exible side chains [6].
molecules with those for a similar system of 384One of the problems of all theoretical treatments of
molecules [22].liquid crystallinity is that their results can rarely be

This paper describes large scale simulations of thecompared with experiments on a quantitative basis, since
temperature behaviour of model liquids of rigid aniso-even the simplest experimental systems are usually quite
metric molecules. We take a point of view intermediatefar from the idealized systems studied by the theories.
between those of idealized and realistic simulations. ThatIn other words, it is not easy to assess the quantitative
is, we do not simulate a speci® c liquid crystalline sub-validity of the many assumptions and approximations
stance; however, instead of being structureless bodiesconstituting the unavoidable frame of these treatments.
like spherocylindersor ellipsoids, the molecules modelledA second problem is that the behaviour of liquid crystals
in our work possess an internal structure that can beis often substantially determined by molecular features
easily modi® ed to explore the e� ects of constitutionalthat cannot be truly incorporated in the available theor-
features characteristic of real liquid crystals.ies, such that the latter are not applicable to these cases
Furthermore, the molecules do not interact with eacheven from a qualitative point of view. Both problems
other as hard bodies or through an arti® cial anisotropiccan be solved in principle by well devised computer
potential, but their interactions are dictated by molecularexperiments. On one side, results obtained by simula-
structure and shape. We have ® rst investigated thetions of the idealized systems studied by a given theory
behaviour of a few simple base models, to be utilized ascan be directly compared with the predictions of the
a reference in future simulations, and compared thetheory. On the other side, detailed realistic simulations
results of our calculations with the predictions of theof liquid crystalline systems can serve as a guide for
FRI theory. By simulating systems with various sizes,the development of new theories by improving our
we also prove that the results described in this paperunderstanding of the relationships between chemical
are size independent, and that size dependent results areconstitution and properties of these materials.
obtained at temperatures close to the nematic± isotropicSeveral calculations of both kinds have been carried
transition point with smaller systems.out in the last decade. In particular, simulations of

idealized systems have been performed for ¯ uids of hard
2. Theory, models and methods

bodies with various shapes (spherocylinders [7, 8],
The model molecules studied in this paper consist ofellipsoids [9, 10], platelets [11, 12]), and for soft ellips-

x units rigidly connected in linear sequences by linksoids [13± 15] modelled by use of the Gay± Berne poten-
of length s. Interactions among non-bonded unitstial [16]. The main purpose of these calculations was
are simulated by a truncated and shifted 12± 6to show that anisotropic phases are stabilized at proper
Lennard± Jones potentialdensities in systems of anisometric bodies, and to investi-

gate how the nature (nematic, smectic, columnar, etc.)
and degree of order of these phases are in¯ uenced by

E(r)=2 r<rmin

E(r)=e[(s/r)12 Õ 2(s/r)6+1] rmin r s

E(r)=0 r s
the shape of the model molecules. However, idealized
systems that can be directly compared with the predic-
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77Simulations of model anisotropic liquids

Hence, the model molecules can be represented as rigid random and a new molecular axis was randomly gener-
linear sequences of touching, soft, spherical units of ated such that the angle (w, see ® gure 1) of the new and
diameter s ( ® gure 1), the softness of the units being old axes was not higher than 10 ß . The molecule was
regulated by the value of e. Models of this kind are well then repositioned along the new axis with one of the
known in polymer science, where semi-¯ exible long chain units, selected at random, held ® xed in space ( ® gure 1).
molecules are often represented as necklaces of soft After each attempt, the resulting con® guration was
isodiametric units [23]. In order to confer on the units immediately rejected if distances less than rmin occurred.
a softness comparable with that of real organic sub- Otherwise, the total energy change was evaluated and
stances, we take here e=416 J mol Õ 1, coincident with the new con® guration was accepted or rejected according
the literature value for the isodiametric units in polyme- to the outcome of a standard Boltzmann test. In order
thylene [23]. The parameter rmin , the core diameter of to check that this sampling scheme is statistically correct,
the units, is taken to be 0 7́5s, unless otherwise indicated. we have performed, at various temperatures, simple

Anisotropic attractive interactions among spatially calculations for large systems in the absence of repulsive
adjacent units belonging to di� erent molecules can be interactions, obtaining in all the cases examined the
easily introduced in our model. However, in order to results theoretically predicted on the basis of the mean
ensure that the results can be compared with the FRI ® eld equations. For instance, a system of 6000 molecules
theory, they are modelled in this work by the same mean with xT */Vr=933 K evolved from the initial value s=
® eld potential present in the theory, of the form E(h)= 1 to the equilibrium values s=0´51, s=0´44 and s=0
Õ (RxT */Vr)s(3 cos2 h Õ 1)/2, where Vr is the reduced when equilibrated at 200, 205 and 210 K, respectively,
volume (see later), h is the angle between the molecular while a similar system with xT */Vr=800 K evolved from
long axis and the preferred direction (the z axis in our s=1 to s=0´53, s=0´45 and s=0 at 170, 175 and
calculations; see ® gure 1), s= (3 cos2 h Õ 1)/2 is the 180 K, respectively. We have also checked that the
overall order parameter and T * is a characteristic translational mobility was large enough for adjacent
temperature establishing the strength of the mean ® eld. molecules to exchange their position several times in

In each calculation, N molecules were randomly posi- each calculation, even for the systems having the smallest
tioned with their long axes parallel to the z direction in free volume among those studied.
a tridimensionally periodic cubic cell of edge L s, in such Since one of the objectives of our work is to compare
a way that non-bonded units could not approach at a the results of the simulations with the predictions of the
distance smaller than rmin . The simulated systems have FRI theory, we describe brie¯ y the principal features of
then been equilibrated at various temperatures by Monte

this theory. The total partition function for a system of
Carlo methods using a combination of translations and

impenetrable rigid rods with anisotropic attractive inter-
rigid rotations. At each step, a molecule was selected at

actions is considered to be the product of steric, orienta-
tional and attractive terms. For a given orientational
distribution, the steric term is evaluated as the number
of ways of placing the rods on a lattice with no double
occupancy of lattice sites. The rigidity of the lattice
approximation is reduced by the arti® ce of breaking
rods at a given angle with respect to the nematic director
(coinciding with one of the lattice axes) in a number, y,

of sub-sequences of equal length parallel to the director.
The orientational partition function is then simply writ-
ten as the number of ways of mixing n1 rods with
disorientation y1, n2 rods with disorientation y2 , etc.
The third term, related to the anisotropy of molecular
polarizability, is evaluated in a mean ® eld approximation
(see before). In terms of the FRI theory, the model
systems investigated in this work correspond to systems
of rigid rods with axial ratio x and reduced volume Vr=
L 3/Nx. For such systems, the FRI theory predicts that

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the model molecules the fraction f (h)dh of rigid groups oriented at angle h
and of the MC transitions utilized for equilibration. In with respect to the nematic director be given bythis example, the white units for the molecule on the left
correspond to trial positions following an attempted
transition in which the ® rst unit has been kept ® xed. f (h)dh= f Õ 1

1 sin h exp [Õ a sin h Õ b sin2 h]dh (1)
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78 M. Vacatello and M. Iovino

where fm is de® ned in general as the order parameter as a function of Monte Carlo (MC)
cycles for system A. A cycle is de® ned here as a sequence
of 106 attempted rotations and translations, takingfm= P

p /2

0
sin

m
h exp [Õ a sin h Õ b sin2 h]dh (2)

approximately 12 ¾ on an IBM RISC/6000 T250 com-
puter. The behaviour expected for system A on the basissuch that sin h = f2 / f 1 and sin2 h = f 3 / f 1, while
of the FRI theory at temperatures close to the nematic±
isotropic transition point is shown in ® gure 3 in the

a=Õ
4x

p
lnC1 Õ

1
VrA1 Õ

4

p
sin h BD ; b=

3

2

xsT *

VrT form of plots of the Helmholtz free energy di� erence
with respect to the isotropic liquid, DA/NkT , as a(3)
function of the order parameter. At temperatures lower

The parameters a and b take into account steric e� ects than 307 K, the free energy curves show a minimum
and attractive anisotropic interactions, respectively. The corresponding to the isotropic phase and a second
nematic± isotropic transition temperature, TNI , is minimum in the anisotropic region. The free energies of
obtained under the additional condition that the free the two minima are identical at TNI=298 3́ K, when the
energies of the two phases be coincident, leading to isotropic and the anisotropic phases are in equilibrium.

For T <298 3́ K, the anisotropic phase is expected to bepa

4
(Vr Õ 1)Õ ln f1 Õ xA1 Õ

4
p

sin h B Õ
b

3
(2 Õ s)=0 stable, while it is expected to be metastable for

298 3́<T <307 K.
(4)

Our ® rst calculation on system A was performed at
Parameters of the various systems simulated in this T =290 K, with the result that the initial con® guration

work are listed in table 1. We have selected values of Vr with s=1 changed to the isotropic liquid in less than
between 1 2́5 and 1 5́0, such that the density of mesogenic 100 cycles ( ® gure 2). We then utilized the con® guration
groups is similar to that in most liquid crystalline with s=0´37, obtained after 40 cycles at 290 K, as the
substances, in which stable nematic phases are usually starting point for subsequent calculations at 285 and
obtained when the rigid groups are associated with 280 K. The order parameter rapidly decreased at 285 K,
¯ exible tails. Also, values of T * between 250 and 450 K while at 280 K it showed a pronounced increase at ® rst,
have been properly chosen in the experimentally followed by a clear tendency to stabilize around values
observed range in order to have nematic± isotropic trans- in the anisotropic range. This suggests that the nematic±
ition temperatures near to room temperature. Hence, isotropic transition temperature may be higher than
systems with higher axial ratio and smaller reduced 280 K for system A, and shows that our method is
volume are characterized by lower values of T *, such capable of simulating both disordering and ordering
that the relative role of repulsive interactions and mean processes.
® eld anisotropic attractions is strongly di� erent in the We restarted then from the fully aligned initial system
various systems studied. Results obtained for system C and performed a series of calculations at increasing
have been previously published and are included here temperatures starting from 270 K. In this case, the order
for completeness [24]. parameter decreased to the value s=0´58 in approxi-

mately 25 cycles, showing relatively small oscillations
3. Results and discussion around this value for more than 150 subsequent cycles.

For each of the systems listed in table 1 we have The ® nal con® guration at 270 K was then used as the
performed several calculations at various temperatures starting point for calculations at 275 K, with the result
and with various starting points. The calculations per- that the order parameter rapidly leveled o� at s=0´55.

formed and their results in terms of the orientational Analogous procedures led to the plateau values s=0´49

order parameter are summarized in table 2, where sin at 280 K. As expected, when the ® nal con® guration
and sfin are the initial and the ® nal values of the order obtained at 280 K was heated to 285 K, the simulated

system evolved towards the isotropic liquid.parameter, respectively. Figure 2 shows the behaviour of

Table 1. Parameters of the simulated systems.

System L N x Vr T */K

A 30 6750 3 1 3́3 450
B 30 4500 4 1 5́0 350
C 20, 25, 30, 40 1600, 3125, 5400, 12800 4 1 2́5 250
D 30, 40 4320, 10240 5 1 2́5 250
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79Simulations of model anisotropic liquids

Table 2. Summary of calculations.

System A System B System C (L =30, 40) System D (L =40)

T /K sin sfin T /K sin sfin T /K sin sfin T /K sin sfin

260 0 5́8 0 6́3 270 1 0 6́5 260 0 3́3 0 6́8 460 1 0 6́5
270 1 0 5́8 280 0 6́5 0 6́1 270 0 3́3 0 6́5 460 0 3́8 0 6́5
270 0 3́3 0 5́8 290 0 6́1 0 5́6 280 0 3́3 0 6́1 480 0 6́5 0 6́1
275 0 5́8 0 5́5 290 0 3́3 0 5́6 290 0 6́1 0 5́6 480 0 3́8 0 6́1
275 0 3́3 0 5́5 295 0 5́6 0 5́3 290 0 3́3 0 5́6 485 0 3́8 0 5́7
280 0 5́5 0 4́9 295 0 3́3 0 5́3 295 0 5́6 0 4́6 490 0 3́8 <0 1́7
280 0 3́7 0 4́9 300 1 #0 4́6 295 0 3́3 <0 1́7 500 0 6́1 <0 2́1
280 0 3́3 0 4́9 300 0 3́3 <0 1́4 300 1 #0
280 0 2́7 0 4́9 310 1 <0 0́7
285 0 4́9 <0 1́5
285 0 3́7 <0 1́8
290 1 <0 0́7

Figure 2. Behaviour of the order parameter, s, as a func-
tion of Monte Carlo cycles for system A at various
temperatures and with various starting points.

Figure 3 indicates that the Helmholtz free energy
maximum intermediate between the isotropic minimum Figure 3. The Helmholtz free energy di� erence with respect

to the isotropic liquid, DA/NkT , evaluated according toand the anisotropic minimum is predicted by the FRI
the FRI theory as a function of the order parameter fortheory to be found at s=0´29 when T =TNI , while it is
system A at temperatures close to the nematic± isotropicpredicted to be shifted to higher values of s for T >TNI transition point (298 3́ K).

and to lower values for T <TNI . In other words, accord-
ing to the theory, a system with order parameter s=
0´29 is expected to evolve towards the isotropic phase the order parameter increased, reaching the plateau

value s=0´49 in about 100 cycles. Although this can beat all temperatures higher than TNI and towards the
anisotropic phase at all temperatures lower than TNI . considered as indirect evidence at most, it seems reason-

able to assume that the equilibrium value of the orderWe then utilized two con® gurations obtained at 285 K,
one with s=0´27 and one with s=0´33, as starting parameter at 280 K is s=0´49, and that the nematic±

isotropic transition temperature for system A is locatedpoints of two more calculations at 280 K. In both cases
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80 M. Vacatello and M. Iovino

between 280 and 285 K. The same con® guration with fully aligned initial system, our ® rst calculation (aimed
at obtaining the isotropic liquid) was then performed ats=0´33 was also used as the starting point for more

calculations at 275 and 270 K. The results, shown in the 300 K. However, after a rapid initial drop to s=0´5 in
about 30 cycles, the subsequent decrease of the orderright part of ® gure 2, con® rm the equilibrium values of

s obtained starting from con® gurations with higher order parameter was extremely slow, with s still of the order
of 0 4́6 after 100 cycles ( ® gure 5). We restarted then atparameters (0 5́5 at 275 K and 0 5́8 at 270 K, respect-

ively). Lastly, the ® nal con® guration obtained at 270 K 310 K, obtaining the isotropic phase quite rapidly. A
con® guration with s=0´33 obtained at 310 K was thenwas cooled to 260 K, leading to s=0´63.

When it is considered that the simulated system is used as the starting point for calculations at 300, 295
and 290 K. At the higher temperature, the system evolvedsimilar, but not identical to the idealized system of rods

studied by the FRI theory, and that this theory is based to the isotropic liquid, while at 295 and 290 K, the order
parameter increased at ® rst and then levelled o� at s=on a lattice treatment, the ® nding that the transition

temperature for system A is only 15 K smaller than that 0´53 and s=0´56, respectively. The same order para-
meters were obtained at these two temperatures startingsuggested by the theory is pleasantly surprising. Note

that the transition temperature predicted for this system from more ordered con® gurations. It is reasonable to
conclude that the nematic± isotropic transition temper-on the sole basis of the mean ® eld anisotropic attractions

is as low as 223 K (see table 3). Moreover, ® gure 4 shows ature is located for system B between 295 and 300 K,
while the very slowly decreasing value of s observed atthat the orientational distribution obtained in our simu-

lations for system A at T =275K is very close to that 300 K, when starting from s=1, may be indicative of a
metastable anisotropic phase. Hence, the value of TNIevaluated according to the FRI theory for the corres-

ponding system of rigid rods, provided that the order found for system B di� ers about 5 K from that predicted
by the FRI theory. Considering that all parameters haveparameter is the same. Orientational distributions in

good agreement with the FRI theory are also obtained been changed with respect to system A, this con® rms
that the agreement between theory and computer simula-for other values of the order parameter and for other

systems with di� erent axial ratio and reduced volume. tions is extremely good. The results of other calculations
performed for system B at temperatures lower thanOur conclusion is that the FRI theory takes quite well

into account all the principal factors responsible for the 310 K are listed in table 2.
With a reduced volume equal to 1 2́5, system C isstability of nematic phases in systems of rigid rods and

that the arti® ce of breaking the rods in sub-sequences characterized by a greater relative role of the intermol-
ecular repulsive interactions with respect to the meangives an approximation to the continuum orientational

distribution e� ciently. ® eld anisotropic attractions than in system B. The results
obtained for system C, already published [24], areOn the basis of the results obtained for system A, we

utilized the same base cell to investigate the e� ects of summarized in table 2. The FRI theory indicates the
nematic± isotropic transition temperature at 281 K, whilechanging the parameters of the model (x, Vr and T *).

System B consists of molecules with axial ratio x=4 the simulated system shows the transition at between
290 and 295 K, the agreement between FRI theory andand reduced volume Vr=1´50. The e� ects of increasing

x with respect to system A are compensated only in part simulations being again very good.
We have shown in the case of system C that theby the reduced value of Vr . We then selected a lower

value of T * ( i.e. T *=350 K), in order to have the behaviour of the simulated systems can be in¯ uenced by
the size of the base cell utilized in the simulations,nematic± isotropic transition temperature predicted by

the FRI theory close to room temperature. When x=4, especially at temperatures close to the transition point.
In fact, we have performed exactly the same calculationsVr=1´50 and T *=350 K, the transition is predicted by

the FRI theory to take place at 293 K. Starting from the for a system of 5400 molecules in a base cell with L =
30 and for a much larger system of 12 800 molecules in
a base cell with L =40, the behaviour of these twoTable 3. Comparison of transition data predicted by theories

and obtained in the simulations (T in K). systems being practically coincident at all temperatures
and with all starting points. This indicates that a base

MS FRI sim cell with L =30 is large enough for system C to give size
independent results. Among the others, system C showsSystem TNI sNI TNI sNI TNI sNI
a stable anisotropic phase with s=0´56 at 290 K and a

A 223 0 4́3 298 0 5́7 280± 285 <0 4́9 metastable anisotropic phase with s#0´45 at 295 K. The
B 205 0 4́3 293 0 5́9 295± 300 <0 5́3 ® rst phase is obtained both on heating at 290 K systems
C 176 0 4́3 281 0 6́5 290± 295 <0 5́6 that have been equilibrated at lower temperatures andD 220 0 4́3 425 0 7́1 485± 490 <0 5́7

on cooling at 290 K systems with s=0´33 obtained at
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81Simulations of model anisotropic liquids

Figure 4. Comparison of the orientational distributions averaged over 20 equilibrium con® gurations for system A at 275 K and
for system D at 460 K (average order parameters sav=0 5́5 and 0 6́5, respectively), with the distributions evaluated according
to the FRI theory for these systems at temperatures such that the order parameter is the same.

higher temperatures. On the contrary, the second phase
is obtained on heating at 295 K systems that have been
equilibrated at lower temperatures, while cooling at
295 K systems with s=0´33 that have been obtained at
higher temperatures gives the isotropic liquid [24].

When the same calculations were attempted for a
smaller system of 3125 molecules in a base cell with L =
25, the results were identical to those of the larger
systems at 300 K and at all temperatures far from the
transition point. However, a con® guration with s=0´33

obtained at 300 K evolved in this case toward the
isotropic phase when cooled at 290 K, instead of giving
the stable anisotropic phase with s=0´56 found for the
larger systems. In other words, the phase with s=0´56

is found to be metastable when L =25, indicating that
the results obtained for system C at temperatures close
to the transition point depend on the exact value of L

when L <30. We have also performed calculations on a
smaller system of 1600 molecules in a base cell with L =
20. To our surprise, these calculations gave erratic
results. In fact, we utilized in this case the same con® g-Figure 5. Behaviour of the order parameter, s, as a func-
uration with s=0´33 obtained at 300 K for severaltion of Monte Carlo cycles for system B at various

temperatures and with various starting points. equilibrations at 290 K, changing only the value of the
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random seed. We obtained the isotropic phase in some
cases and the nematic phase with s=0´56 in others.
Anyway, when the latter phase was obtained, heating at
295 K gave the isotropic liquid instead of the metastable
phase with s#0´45 found for the larger systems. These
® ndings can be interpreted as arising from the superposi-
tion of two di� erent e� ects, both related to the size of
the base cell. On the one hand, the dependence of the
free energy on the order parameter is likely modi® ed in
small systems by the arti® cially imposed periodicity.
Calculations at temperatures close to the transition point
are obviously more sensitive to these changes. On the
other hand, small systems near the transition point can
be subject to relatively large random ¯ uctuations of the
order parameter that may condition the subsequent
evolution of the system. There is little doubt that e� ects
of this kind should be taken into account when simulat-
ing small systems of mesogenic molecules at liquid
densities. However, their importance is possibly exagger-

Figure 6. Behaviour of the order parameter, s, as a func-ated in our calculations by the mean ® eld approximation tion of Monte Carlo cycles for system D at various
utilized to model the presence of anisotropic attractive temperatures and with various starting points.
interactions. This approximation, introduced in the pre-
sent work in order to make the simulation results
comparable to the predictions of the FRI theory, can be at 490 K, the order parameter decreased, suggesting that

the nematic± isotropic transition temperature is betweeneasily removed.
We have also performed calculations with x=5, main- 485 and 490 K.

In the case of system D with L =30, we performedtaining the values of Vr and T * utilized in system C
(1 2́5 and 250 K, respectively). The FRI theory predicts consecutive calculations with a temperature increase of

10 K, starting from 460 K. We obtained plateau valuesfor this new system (system D) the nematic± isotropic
transition at 425 K. However, a few preliminary calcula- of s at 0 6́5, 0 6́3 and 0 6́1 for T =460, 470 and 480 K,

respectively, in good agreement with those obtainedtions very soon indicated that the behaviour of the
simulated system is quite far from that indicated by the when L =40. However, when a con® guration with s=

0´61 was heated to 490 K, the order parameter reachedtheory and depends on the size of the base cell when
L <40. In particular, when the fully aligned con® gura- the plateau value 0 5́7. When the ® nal con® guration

obtained at 490 K was heated to 500 K, s decreased totion with L =40 was equilibrated at 460 K (see ® gure6
and table 2), the order parameter changed from 1 to 0 4́9 in about 80 cycles and kept ¯ uctuating around 0 4́9

for more than 400 subsequent cycles. This con® rms that0 6́5 in 16 cycles and remained ¯ uctuating around this
value for more than 80 cycles. When the ® nal con® gura- the arti® cially imposed periodicity in¯ uences the results

of the simulations, unless L is larger than a limitingtion with s=0´65 was equilibrated at 480 K, the order
parameter ® rst decreased and then leveled o� at around value characteristic of each system. Our results indicate

that this limiting value, L *, is between 25 and 30 for0 6́1. The isotropic phase was only obtained at 500 K.
Calculations analogous to those shown in ® gure 3 show system C and greater than 30 for system D. On the

other hand, one expects L * to decrease with decreasingthat, according to the FRI theory, the free energy
maximum intermediate between the isotropic minimum x and increasing Vr, such that a base cell with L =30

was certainly adequate for the simulation of systems Aand the anisotropic minimum is located for system D at
s=0´38. We then used a con® guration with s=0´38 and B.

Although we cannot prove that L *<40 for system D,obtained at 500 K as the starting point for new calcula-
tions at 460 and 480 K. In both calculations, the order the fact that the results obtained at 460 and 480 K are

coincident in the two calculations with L =30 and L =parameter increased, the ® nal results being identical to
those previously obtained at the same temperatures. An 40 indicates a transition temperature for this system

much higher than the value (425 K) predicted by theincrease of the order parameter was also observed in a
similar calculation performed at 485 K, the order para- FRI theory. This is consistent with the observation that

the transition temperature for system A is lower thanmeter ¯ uctuating around a plateau value of 0 5́7. On the
contrary, when the same starting con® guration was used indicated by the theory, while those for systems B and
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83Simulations of model anisotropic liquids

C are higher, suggesting a trend that should be investi- the various systems on the sole basis of the anisotropic
attractive interactions). Although the uncertainty on thegated by performing more calculations. Anyway, the

FRI theory behaves quite well in this respect for x exact location of the data points in ® gure 7 is quite high
(presumable error bars are shown in a few cases), thebetween 3 and 4, Vr between 1 2́5 and 1 5́ and T *

between 250 and 450 K, that is in a range of values order parameters obtained in the simulations are seen
to be much smaller than those predicted by the FRIcomparable with those found in most low molecular

weight liquid crystals. Figure 4 indicates that this is also theory. For instance, sNI is calculated according to the
theory to be 0 6́5 for system C, while it is as small astrue for the orientational distribution around the z axis.

For each system investigated, including system C, the 0 5́6 in the nematic phase obtained in our simulations
at 290 K. In other words, the theory seems to over-orientational distribution found in the Monte Carlo

simulations is always close to that calculated according estimate the degree of order in nematic systems at the
transition point with respect to our simulations.to the FRI theory for the same system at a temperature

such that the order parameter is the same.
The temperature dependence of the order parameter 4. Conclusions

We have utilized the Monte Carlo method to obtainin the proximity of the transition point is shown in
® gure 7 for all simulated systems. Dotted curves refer to computer models of systems of rigid molecules with

axial ratio 3, 4 and 5 at densities comparable with thethe behaviour evaluated for systems A and D according
to the FRI theory; the curve for system C (not shown) density of the mesogenic groups in liquid crystalline

substances. Our calculations di� er from those reportedis intermediate, while the curve for system B is very
close to that for system A. The full curve represents the in the recent literature because: (i ) the model molecules

can be easily modi® ed to include features characteristicuniversal behaviour expected on the basis of the Maier±
Saupe theory. Transition data predicted by the theories of real liquid crystals, such as a partial ¯ exibility, the

presence of ¯ exible end tails, the presence of side groups,and obtained in our simulations are listed in table 3
(TNI(MS) are the transition temperatures evaluated for etc.; (ii) the simulated systems are such that the results

Figure 7. The order parameter of the various systems studied as a function of T /TNI .
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84 M. Vacatello and M. Iovino

can be directly compared with the predictions of the size dependency of the behaviour of mean ® eld and non-
FRI theory; (iii) we prove that our results do not depend mean ® eld systems. We have also performed calculations
on the size of the base cell utilized in the simulations. with various values of rmin , indicating that the behaviour

Considering that the FRI theory is based on a lattice of the simulated systems depends strongly on how the
and that the simulated molecules are not exactly coincid- intermolecular repulsions are handled. For instance, the
ent with those studied by the theory, the results of our fully ordered initial con® guration generated for system B
calculations are in remarkably good agreement with this gave the isotropic liquid when equilibrated at 310 K
theory, especially for systems with TNI close to room with rmin=0 7́5, while a nematic phase with s=0´56 was
temperature. In fact, for the three systems with axial obtained with rmin=0 8́5. A similar calculation for
ratio 3 and 4 and with values of Vr and T * chosen such system C (1600 molecules, L =20) produced at 300 K
that TNI#300 K (systems A, B and C), the nematic± an ordered phase with s=0´62 for rmin=0 8́5, instead of
isotropic transition temperatures found in the simula- the isotropic phase obtained for rmin=0 7́5. This result
tions di� er only a few degrees from those indicated by was mentioned in [24] without reporting the value
the theory. Also, the orientational distributions of the of rmin , since the importance of this parameter was
molecular long axes with respect to the nematic director unknown at the time. Our calculations suggest then that
obtained in our simulations for all systems and all results obtained for hard bodies may not be immediately
temperatures are in good agreement with those evaluated transferable to systems of molecules interacting with
according to the FRI theory, provided that the order realistic potentials. Lastly, we have checked that the
parameter is the same. Di� erences between theory and Fourier transform of the distribution of the various units
simulations are found only with respect to the degree of along the z axis does not show evidence of long range
order in the nematic phases, in the sense that the positional order for all the systems studied. This is not
simulated systems are less ordered than indicated by the surprising, since it was the purpose of this work to
theory. This relatively minor discrepancy can be partly investigate the behaviour of the simulated systems at
attributed to a residual rigidity of the lattice constituting temperatures close to the nematic± isotropic transition
the basis of the theoretical treatment, and partly to the points. It is obviously possible that the model could
fact that the simulated molecules interact in our calcula- exhibit more structured phases at lower temperatures
tions through a more realistic Lennard± Jones potential, and/or higher densities.
instead of being sequences of impenetrable lattice units. At variance with ® xed shape bodies like spherocylin-
On the other hand, the order parameters at the transition ders or ellipsoids, the model molecules simulated in our
points predicted by the FRI theory are higher than the computer experiments can be easily modi® ed to study
values 0 3́± 0 4́ typically observed for low molecular

the e� ects of simple constitutional changes. For instance,weight liquid crystals. This has been attributed to the
the intramolecular positional and orientational correla-neglect of local ¯ uctuations in the mean ® eld approach
tions between mesogenic groups and end tails can beand to the perfect rigidity assumed in the theory for the
investigated by simulating systems at a liquid density inmodel molecules [6]. Since both the mean ® eld and
which the orientation of the terminal units is unrestrictedperfectly rigid molecules have been included in our
or restricted only in part. Though quite long, due to thesimulations, it appears that the e� ects of these two
small free volume, calculations of this kind are nowadaysapproximations may be less important than suspected.
feasible even for large systems like those studied in theThe results reported in this paper refer in all cases to
present work. Similar models in which ¯ exible or semi-calculations performed for systems with L L *, L * being
¯ exible units are linked to the mesogenic groups as sidethe minimum value of L such that the simulation results
chains can be utilized to study the experimentallyare size independent. We have shown that 25<L * 30
observed strong e� ects [25] of lateral substituents onfor system C, and L *>30 for system D. It seems then
the thermal stability of anisotropic phases. Several othervery reasonable to assume that L * 30 for systems A
molecular features characteristic of liquid crystallineand B, owing to the fact that both these systems are less
materials can be easily introduced, such as a smalldense than system C and the axial ratio in system A is
amount of ¯ exibility of the mesogenic groups or asmaller. The necessity of modelling such large systems
slightly bent ® xed shape. Finally, we are studying modi-in order to achieve size independency of the simulation
® cations of our methods allowing us to investigate theresults is possibly a consequence of the mean ® eld
behaviour of oligomers with mesogenic groups in theapproximation, adopted in this paper to make the results
main chain or in the side chains.comparable with the predictions of the FRI theory. Since

this approximation can be easily removed by explicitly
Note added in proofevaluating orientation dependent attractive interactions

After our paper was accepted, we became aware ofas a function of the distance of separation of the inter-
acting units, it will be quite interesting to compare the the work of M. Yoshida and H. Toriumi (1995, Mol.
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